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Markets surge as Coronavirus economic slide flattens.

E

quity markets surged for
a third consecutive week
on the back of persistent
policy support and
further evidence that the
coronavirus economic trough is in the
rearview mirror.
Cyclical sectors (energy, financials, industrials) again led the way, posting double
digit gains on the week. The curve steepened and yields moved sharply higher
with the 10yr UST rising 26bps to close
at 0.91% while crude oil surged nearly
12%, closing just shy of $40. Commodity
currencies (Real, CAD, AUD) rallied
versus the USD which weakened 1.4% for
the week.
Market Anecdotes
• Last week’s tide lifted all boats pushing
small caps +11%, EAFE +7%, EM +8.5%,
and commodities +4.5%. The S&P 500 is
now only -1% YTD and -5.7% below the
2/19 high.
• Bespoke noted U.S. equity markets
have surged 40% in the last 50 trading
days, the strongest 50 day move since
1952.
• QQQ closed at a new all-time high last
week, now +44% since the March lows.
The combined market cap of Google,
Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and Microsoft hit a new all-time high last week of
$5.73t.
• The impact of CoVid-19, police misconduct, mass protests, rioting, and social
unrest on the November elections will
take time to filter but clearly introduce
material changes from the January 2020
picture on both economic and non-economic fronts.

• Markets surged on a stunning May
jobs report reflecting 2.5mm jobs added
and a U3 rate falling from 14.7% to 13.3%
(U6 from 22.8% to 21.2%). Debate surrounding data collection errors (April &
May) likely have ‘adjusted’ U3 near 16%
and U6 near 23%.
• The Fed balance sheet has grown to
$7.165t, up over $3t since March.
• Concerns surrounding commercial real estate loan delinquencies are
mounting while residential stresses have
been mitigated for now by the stimulus
programs.
• The ECB pleasantly surprised markets
last week announcing €600 billion of
purchases to run at least through June
2021, while expectations were for only
€500 billion.
• The June 4th Atlanta Fed GDPNow estimate for 2Q annualized GDP is -53.8%,
which would qualify as the worst GDP
quarter in U.S. history by a landslide.
• A KSA and Russian agreement to extend production cuts through July lifted

WTI to a sixth consecutive week of gains,
now up over 85% since the beginning of
May.
Economic Release Highlights
• The May jobs report reflected a surprise 2.5mm increase in payrolls and a
13.3% unemployment rate.
• Weekly claims continued to fall
(1.88mm last week), continuing the
weekly improvement trend since the
6.87mm reading in late March.
• The May PMI manufacturing index
was unchanged from the flash reading of
39.8.
• May’s ISM manufacturing index rose
MoM (43.1 from 41.5) for the first time
since January, beating the consensus
estimate of 42.7.
• May’s ISM services index rose MoM
(41.8 to 45.4), still contractionary territory but tied for the largest MoM increase
since September 2017.
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ADVs. Indices do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses. They are not available for direct investment. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through
investable instruments based on that index. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted average of 30 significant stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and the Nasdaq. The DJIA was designed to serve as a proxy for the broader U.S. economy. The Nasdaq Composite Index is the market capitalization-weighted index of over 3,300
common equities listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange. It is used as a broad-based market index. The S&P 500 index is designed to be a broad based unmanaged leading indicator of U.S.
equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe or representative of the equity market in general. The Russell 3000® Index measures the
performance of the largest 3000 U.S. companies representing approximately 98% of the investable U.S. equity market. Total Return assumes dividends are reinvested. The Russell 1000 is
a subset of the Russell 3000 Index. It represents the top companies by market capitalization. The Russell 1000 measures the performance of those Russell 1000 companies with higher
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information regarding Russell indices. The MSCI EAFE Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed
markets, excluding the US & Canada. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance in the
global emerging markets. The information published herein is provided for informational purposes only, and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation to sell or an offer
to buy securities, investment products or investment advisory services. Nothing contained herein constitutes financial, legal, tax, or other advice. These opinions may not fit your financial
status, risk and return profile or preferences. Investment recommendations may change, and readers are urged to check with their investment adviser before making any investment
decisions. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns or results. No
representation is made as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information in this material since certain information herein is based on or derived from information provided
by independent third-party sources. All enclosed material including market analysis data provided Taiber Kosmala & Associates, LLC. There is no duty to update this information. The
Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index represents the broadest index for the U.S. equity market, measuring the performance of all U.S. headquartered equity securities with readily available
price data. The PHLX Semiconductor Sector Index (SOX) is a capitalization-weighted index composed of 30 semiconductor companies. The companies in the Index have primary business
operations that involve the design, distribution, manufacture and sale of semiconductors. The index is designed to track the performance of listed semiconductors. .
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